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Since the last newsletter, the biggest event has been the fire that passed very close to
our village. A word of thanks is due to management and staff who displayed their competence in handling such an emergency. Our own equipment was fully tested and did all
that was required of it.
Our main concern is the area to the north of our boundary and this event will add pressure to our request that our neighbour clear his property of invaders or at least provide a
firebreak along our security fence. We have made good progress clearing our vacant
land and have requested the municipality to exert pressure on our neighbour.
The three new cottages on our southern boundary have all been sponsored. The contract has been awarded to Andre Le Roux of ALR Construction, who has made great
progress to date. With the additional cottages being built we believe our levy increases
can be reduced by creating the extra income.
With the expansion programme comes the need for extra infrastructure, such as Frailcare. We have started thinking about developing the piece of ground behind the existing Price Jones wing. New accommodation here will have to be reviewed in
conjunction with upgrading existing Frailcare rooms in the Riley Wing. Assisting us with this improvement programme, we have invited Anne Hrabar, a
retired architect, to join our House and Executive Committees. I am certain
she will be a great asset to the village. Welcome Anne.
Other projects that are ongoing, are the street lights and the ramp connecting Frailcare to the Admin block. The Small dining room upgrade
has been completed.
Don Ayres - Chairman
House Committee
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During the next 4 months there are quite a number of our residents
who will be celebrating milestone birthdays of 80 years and older.
Happy Birthday and many blessings to all of you.
MARCH 2017
4th
7th
12th
14th
17th
18th
21st
22nd
24th
24th
25th
30th

APRIL 2017
2nd Naomi Stander
3rd Penny Kerr
4th Ginny Wilson
10th Denis Carroll
15th Pam Wakefield
17th Cyril Baumgartner
18th Liz Grobler
25th Bosh Karis
28th Shelagh Broderick
29th Daphne Simkins
29th Joan Woodley

Elizabeth Rixom
Mary Randon
Godfrey Bass
Rev. Erik Andersen
Ailsa Mann
Betty Sleigh
Edith Hartnell
Beryl Holliday
Rosemary Davies
Heather Karis
Rhona Peard
Neville Isemonger

JUNE 2017
1st Brenda Rink
12th Fred Broderick

MAY 2017
1st Jane Mullin
6th Elizabeth Webster
9th Don Ayres
11th Jeanette Mitchell
11th Margaret Strahlendorf
14th Joyce Biller
14th Derek Ritson
22nd Elizabeth Starling
22nd Val Braby

4th Jill Haysom
25th Viv Ritson

Requiescat in Pace
It is with great sadness that we note the passing of the following residents.
Our sincere condolences to their family and friends.

.

Diana Hollingworth

Joan Stockdale
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Welcome to our new residents

Since our last Newsletter, we have welcomed Hector and Jannette McIvor to cottage 127.
We trust that they are settled in and feeling at home in our lovely village.
Renovations will soon be completed at cottage 47 and we will be welcoming George and
Nan de Jager to our village.
Nan was working for Standard Bank in Beaufort West when she met
George who was a farmer in the district. After a very short courtship,
they married and settled as farmers in Beaufort West. They enjoyed
farming for 40 years and when their only son, made a choice that
farming was not for him, they were able to sell the farm and retire to
Plettenberg Bay 25 years ago. They have had a happy life in Plettenberg Bay and were overjoyed when they got a call to sponsor a
cottage at Formosa Garden Village. In their 55 years of blissful marriage, they have been blessed with 3 children - Meryl, Gail and Wade and 4 beautiful
grandchildren.
Other renovations will commence soon on cottages 89 and 100.

Staff Matters

Staff Training
Some of our staff
recently completed
Safety Representative
and Fire Level 1 Training courses hosted by SafeTech Medical and Safety Training Specialist.
Congratulations to one and all.

Join us for our annual Autumn Mini Market on Friday, 5th May
2017 at FGV.
We have invited a selection of sellers to come and display their
goods. Karen from First Gold will be in attendance.
Pop in between 08:30 and 11:00 and enjoy a cup of coffee or tea
with delicious hot cross bun.
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FGV Emergency Policy
In the event of a medical emergency at your home or your neighbours’
home, the Frail Care should be contacted immediately. Do not
attempt to move the patient. The Frail Care sister on duty will respond to
a medical emergency, if reported, but may not transport
or medicate a resident in need of medical attention which
is more than first aid. Upon arrival the sister will assess
and stabilize the person, do basic first aid, and establish
whether the patient requires a referral to a hospital, via
ambulance, according to their Medical Aid cover. The above policy is in
line with the Older Persons Act, and other retirement villages, to prevent
negligence litigation.

Riley Wing Charges
Please remember that should someone from the Riley Wing be called out
to your cottage for Bed/Bath assistance, bed making, blood pressure or
any other visit that you require from them, there will be a charge applicable. Should you wish to confirm these charges, please contact the office
or the Riley Wing.

Emergency
Number **2102
In case of an emergency at your cottage,
knock the phone off its
cradle. The Riley Wing
phone will ring and will
alert the Sister to your
need for assistance.
Should there be no answer, the sisters will
investigate. She will
then arrange for an ambulance for transfer to
the hospital should it
be required.

Administration of residents prescribed medication

Various Legislation prohibits Frail Care staff to “de-cant” prescribed medicine for residents. They are also not allowed to stock or administer any emergency medication without it being prescribed by a Medical practitioner.
These are;
1. Older Persons Act
2. Department of Social Development set protocols (Norms and
Standards)
3. Nursing and Medicine Acts (scope of practice)
In order for the Frail Care staff to assist residents in the future with the
dispensing of their prescribed medication, it must be pre-packed by your
Pharmacy in the form of Blister Packaging.

Laundry Protocol

Due to the requirements laid out by Social Development, it is necessary
to ensure that all laundry received from residents is not
soiled [1] as to avoid cross contamination, which can lead
to dangerous and costly infections within the village. All
soiled clothing items, should firstly be rinsed at your cottage before it can be considered safe to be washed at our
laundry. These items should then be separately sent in a
sealed plastic with clear indication that this is a soiled item
that was rinsed.
[1]

Soiled - Any linen which has minimal spotting of visible blood, faeces or any
other body fluids on it.
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INCASE OF AN EXTREME MEDICAL
EMERGENCY OR A
LIFE-THREATENING
SITUATION , you may
dial **2102 from your
internal phone for assistance.
PANIC BUTTONS
A panic button can be
ordered through the
main office. The once
off cost is R198.00 and
will be charged to your
account. This panic
button should be carried by you at all times
and will provide the
same service
as knocking
off the internal phone
handset.

The current FGV cottage maintenance policy states:

FGV’s Responsibility - External maintenance and upkeep of cottages. These include:
 The painting, waterproofing and varnishing thereof
 Cottage doors, window frames, windows, gutters, external door locks and structural defects
 Water, Sewerage, geyser and legal electricity connection up to and including the outlets
 Bulbs for internal and external fixed light fittings only
 Weed spraying restricted to the common roads / paved areas and communal
gardens.
Resident’s Responsibility - Internal maintenance and upkeep of a cottage,
while being occupied by the resident.
These include:
 General maintenance of the inside of cottages which includes varnishing and painting of
the cottages.
 Normal wear and tear items – cottage keys, cupboards, handles, toilet seats, carpets, tiles,
shower doors, garage motors, remotes, sink and basin plugs within the cottage. Weed
spray of the cottage garden and surrounding paving area.
 Breakages caused by the resident.
Our Maintenance team can assist with minor repairs inside cottages if reported to the office,
but only when their busy schedule allows them. Charges for the residents account may be
applicable and will be discussed prior to any internal repair work.
All maintenance requests will be investigated and handled accordingly.

Vehicle Policy
Formosa Garden Village is a Non Profit Public Benefit Organisation and therefore we need to
adhere to the National Road Traffic act 93 of 1996. All vehicles on FGV‘s premises or entering the village, must be registered and the driver must be in possession of a legal drivers licence. Please check your licence on your car.

Going Away Policy

We remind residents to PLEASE fill in a Going Away form at reception even if it’s only for 1
night. Supply all the information requested on the form. Missing information
will cause confusion with Riley Wing’s morning checks as well as Domestic
and Gardener schedules.
Close all windows and lock your doors. Please do not leave doors unlocked
even if you are only going to town for an hour or so. Please cancel booked
meals to avoid being charged.

Cottages under construction - This is of utmost importance
Residents and new residents are requested to please refrain from entering any
cottage that is under construction. Even if you do not see any barrier, do not walk
onto any part of the construction site. Anyone entering the job site has to wear
hardhats, boots and safety vests and be accompanied by the subcontractor.
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Weekly Events at Formosa Garden village
Formosa offers a variety of entertainment during the month for our residents and members.
U3A:
Mondays and Wednesdays at 10h00 (Lounge)
Contact: Michael Lond - 044 533 0018
U3A Film Club:
Last Monday of the month at 19h00 (Lounge)
Contact: Brenda Hardy - 044 533 5489
Bridge:
Mondays at 13h45 (Dining Room)
Contact: Mrs. Jean Korck - 044 533 0340
Digitone (Hearing aids): Every 2nd Tuesday at 09h30 (Riley Wing Dr’s Room)
Contact: Stephen - 079 337 0839
Fellowship:
Every Tuesday at 10h00 (Lounge)
Contact: Lisa Ritchie - 044 533 3032
Fun and Fitness:
Thursday at 10h00 (Lounge)
Contact: Marlaine Coetzee - 044 533 1889
Bingo:
Every 2nd Tuesday at 18h30 (Dining Room)
Contact: Rosemary Davies—Cottage 78 (4078)
FGV Movie:
Every 2nd Wednesday at 14h30 (Lounge)
Contact: Lizette at Reception
Bowls:
Thursday at 09h00 on the Greens
Contact: Lizette at Reception for more information
Make & Bake:
Every Friday at 08h30 to 09h30 (Lounge / Foyer)
Contact: Mrs. P Denman - Cottage 85 (4085)
Catholic Mass:
Every 1st Friday of the month (Small Dining Room/Lounge)
Contact: TBC
Music Appreciation:
Every 3rd Friday of the month at 15h30 (Lounge)
Contact: Mrs. Pamela de vos Bonthuys- Cottage 80 (Ext: 4080)
Anglican Church Service: Every 2nd & 4th Friday of the month at 09h30(Lounge)
Contact: Mrs. Lynn Connell - Cottage 114 (Ext: 4114) or
Rev. Erik Andersen—Cottage 93 (Ext: 4093)
Mah Jong :
Every Friday of the month at 13h30(SDRM)
Contact: Mrs. Wright - Cottage 96 (Ext:4096)
Please see the weekly and monthly calendar in the foyer for more info.
Cybercriminals are up to their old tricks again. We have received several reports that residents have received calls from
“Microsoft” and “Telkom” to offer help in solving their computer/
internet problems or sell them a software license.
Once they do this, your computer and all your personal information is vulnerable.
Don’t trust unsolicited calls. Don’t provide any personal
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Annual
Executive
Cocktail Party
A very warm thank you to
everyone who joined us for
our annual Cocktail party on
6 December 2016.
As always, we had a great
time with friends and good
food to celebrate the end of
another year.
To view all the pictures
taken during the evening,
please visit our website:
www.formosagardenvillage.co.za
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Fire teams from all over Plettenberg Bay, George and even Mossel Bay responded
to the devastating fires in Plett. The cause of the hellish blaze still remains undetermined, but what we do know is that for many people it was unexpected as the fire
moved swiftly, helped on by the wind.
Tuesday night , 28 February, at approximately 17:30, Management reviewed the fire
situation as the winds had turned forcing the fire toward FGV. They alerted the inhouse Fire Team and arranged for the driver on duty to collect them and to get to
FGV and move the fire equipment to the bottom fence area where the fire was
heading. Other staff managed the office phones, to assist with restoring calm to
very anxious residents and family members concerned about the fire on our boundary.
Several community members and concerned family members as well as Plett Security joined in to assist in preventative measures. Ernest from AHE Builders brought
2 big tanks of water in case our fire truck ran out. Andre from RADS electrical and
his wife Darelle, popped in and assisted with distributing drinks and sandwiches to
the fire team along the fence.
Residents in the lower cottages closest to the boundary, were called and advised
that although we are not evacuating, we would recommend them moving up to the
office where we were serving coffee and sandwiches. Other residents who felt uneasy, were asked to call family and friends where they could stay the night. Accommodation for the night was arranged by the office, for some of our concerned residents who did not have family around, as we had several community members who
offered private home, guesthouse and even hotel accommodation to FGV should we
have got to the point of evacuation.
We would like to thank the residents, for their cooperation and their understanding
as we know it was not a very pleasant evening for anyone.
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Some staff who helped in the office were Gerda, Sandra, Annalize, Susan and Mart-Marie.
We would also like to thank the volunteers and the community for your help during the night
and for the offers of accommodation and assistance, but most of all we would like to thank
our hardworking fire team who worked and stayed until the worst was over.
In the picture from left to
right…
George Plaatjies
Themba Kanzi
Eric Qokole
Ephraim Gwija
Alie Rossouw
(missing from the photo)
Philip Wentzel
Bugs van Zyl
Ricardo Julies

The staff are very grateful for all the phone calls and messages from residents praising them
for delivering far beyond their call of duty.
To Management & Staff of FGV
I wish to acknowledge with many many thanks and appreciation to all who worked so willingly to protect and save us all from the devastating fire on Tuesday night. May the Lord
Bless everyone of you!!!!
Rosemary Davies
Dear Philip
Please convey our appreciation to you and all the staff, and other persons, who kept a careful eye on the residents’ safety during the fire on the above date (28/02/2017)
Roger & Lyndsey Wright
Please record great appreciation to Management, Staff and fellow residents for guarding
against the alarming fire last night. Your sincere concern for our safety and well being is
greatly appreciated and admired. Thank you
Aidan Buchholz & Val Kritzinger
Thank you to all the “exhausted” staff for looking after us all so well last evening.
Congratulations on all the swift and efficient “crisis management” So much devastation.
Jennifer Hickey
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The day after the fire, community volunteers collected donations for the fire fighters and for
victims who lost their homes in the fire. FGV donated bags of clothing (Thrift shop), sandwiches, water and cold drinks at the drop off point at Market Square.

Viewpoint of fire from Cottage 102

Fire at the sewerage farm—above FGV
Donations collected

Fire over Santini

Fire view E-Cott

Day after the fire
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It was a big learning experience for all of us and the following observations were made.

In case of any emergency situation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Stay calm - rather contact the office should you need information or assistance
Stay at home - as this will enable the management to contact you on your internal phone
with instructions regarding the situation
If you feel unsafe, come to the Admin/Lounge area. If you can not
walk that far, please contact the office and we will send a vehicle to
collect you at your home.
Do not block any of the roads - Security, fire teams and emergency
assistance need easy access to the emergency area
Do not go to emergency area as a spectator
Should you make arrangements to evacuate and leave the village, please contact the office
or leave your name and cottage number at the security office. This will assist management
to determine if all their residents are safe and accounted for.
In the case of leaving your cottage, please close and secure all windows and lock doors.
Please do not invite people over who do not live in the village. More cars within the village
will only block the roads to and from the emergency area.

What to pack in the case of an emergency (I.E.C):
I.C.E pack should include:
Passports and ID documents
Policy and Will and any other important documents
Overnight bag with Extra clothing (hot wear to cold wear)
Toiletries
Medication– if you are taking any
Money - Credit/Debit Cards and cash
Flash-lights
Cell phone (if you have one)
Extra items like Photo Albums

It is always a good idea to put all your important documents together in a safe place that is easy
to get hold off in case of an emergency evacuation situation.

Important Things to Remember
DOGS: We have received several complaints from residents regarding dogs roaming
around the village off their leads damaging and fouling on peoples gardens. If you are
a pet owner, please adhere to the rules set out in the House Rules. Also remember,
that dogs are not allowed in the main building or in the Frailcare.
MEAL BOOKINGS:
All bookings made will be charged for. Please cancel booked meals at least
one day before, to avoid charges.
Remember to cancel your permanent bookings when you are away.
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For Your Information












Sandra van Zyl - Maintenance Department: Ext 103

Account queries
Maintenance - Please do not instruct the maintenance staff directly as all
maintenance queries need to be issued with a job number and this can only be
done by Sandra. Only jobs issued with a “job number” will be tended too.
Gardener schedules - Garden Schedules are set and cannot be changed or
amended.
Kitchen orders - no orders to be given to the Kitchen staff directly. Only orders
received on a order form from Sandra will be accepted by the kitchen.

Lizette Mills - Receptionist: Ext 100
Account payments - we accepts credit card and cash payments
Can assist you with faxing, emailing and copies. Your account will be charged accordingly.
Guestroom bookings
Domestic schedules

FGV Transport & Drivers
FGV Bus transportation runs every week day from 9.30 a.m. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday drop off and pick up point is Melville Corner in town. On Tuesdays and Thursdays drop off and pick up point is The Market Square
(Pick & Pay). We can not deviate from these routes.

Private Drivers on request , using the resident’s own vehicle. Please
ensure that that your vehicle is properly licensed and roadworthy. Staff
lunch times are between 1 and 2, so please schedule your appointments accordingly in order to allow the driver to have a lunch break.

FGV Car & Driver on request for Drs visits only.
Please note that FGV drivers are restricted to transporting only in Plettenberg Bay & Knysna. An
hourly rate is applicable and your account will be charged accordingly. Please book drivers
through Sandra’s office.


Removal of items from cottages

We are still having situations where plants, pot plants and garden ornaments are being removed
from occupied and vacant cottages.
We earnestly request that no pot plants, shrubs, garden ornaments or light bulbs be
removed from any cottage -vacant or
occupied - without the permission of the Manager or the resident living there. Your
assistance in this matter will be appreciated.

Rodents and snakes

Please remember that bird feeders and rodents go hand-in-hand. If you
feed birds outside and you don’t diligently clean up spilled and scattered
seed, you will probably eventually have mice and rats moving into the area
to take advantage of the free food. This in turn, will invite snakes to join
the get-together in your private space.
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Dealing with Medical Aid Schemes

We would like to remind residents that FGV does not deal with Medical aid
Companies and residents’ claims. It is the residents own responsibility to
deal with their Medical aid.
FGV can only assist with emailing or faxing your claim, but we do not
handle phone calls or queries with Medical aids.

2017/2018 Budget Feedback Meeting
The Executive Committee has approved the proposed 2017/2018
budget and a residents feedback meeting will be held on the 17th
March at 10:00 o’clock in the FGV Lounge.

Future Newsletters
Do you have an interesting story to share? Then we would like to hear about it.
I’m inviting residents to submit interesting stories or suggest a story that I can I
can add to future newsletters. Drop off your story or email for Sandra’s attention
to fgvacc@gmail.com.

Letters to my Grandchildren

Following on my email to my grandson, Lewis Michael Butler. In the Nov
2016 edition of our FGV Newsletter (such a lovely mix of people, pictures and informative and humorous articles - thank you to all concerned)
I am delighted to report that beyond my wildest dreams this young man
has found what appears to be exactly the right job, in the right locality
and at a very reasonable salary and after only six weeks at this small
news agency in Chesham this is what his peers had to say about him:

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH. MOST MOTIVATED, PUNCTUAL AND DISCIPLINED.
NEW EMPLOYEE, A CREDIT TO THE COMPANY.
Naturally within minutes of hearing how this youngster - who still struggles daily with relationships
and feelings of self-worth and who was - with God’s help - finally beginning to shine, I reminded
him of Jeremiah’s powerful words:
“FOR I KNOW THE PLANS I HAVE FOR YOUR SAYS THE LORD. THEY ARE PLANS FOR
GOOD AND TO GIVE YOU A FUTURE AND A HOPE” Jer 29v11
Congratulations dear grandson. We are so proud of you, of what you have achieved and of what
God has achieved through your own, stout, persistent efforts. Keep looking for His Blessings and
you will find them. ENJOY life in all its fullness.
Just as encouraging for all of us in this dear FGV is the fact that God has plans for all those who
love Him and reverence Him. Yes, He even has plans for you and me. Thank you, Lord.
Elma Bergh
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Back Page Giggle

Hearing Aids - Story by Gordon Paterson
My hearing had deteriorated in the last few years. Advice was to wait until I get into FGV to fix it.
I took the advice and lately arranged to get my ears syringed. I went off to sleep knowing that I
would most likely dream about the coming event. Sure enough that is exactly what happened.
O my surprise, in the dream I already had two hearing aids. The first was Mrs Paterson (with
one T) and the second was Matron Grobler of the Riley Wing. These two ladies had concluded

that I was faking deafness and had decided to set a trap! As I entered Matron's office, I was
tripped, landing heavily followed by my wife sitting on my chest pinning me to the ground. Loss
of upper body strength made it almost impossible to dislodge her even using techniques that
worked successfully in earlier years!!
Then out of the shadows came matron dragging a garden hose with a modified bicycle pump
attached and promptly pumped approximately 500gms of waxy gunk out of my right ear. Gosh I
could hear. However I did not say a word. The conversation the two girls were having was not
about the success of the procedure, but what to do with 500gms of waxy gunk. They had decided to make two decorative candles for the Christmas dinner table. They did not appear too
concerned about me! At this point I woke up.
The real thing was very professional and deserves a big thank you. The famous 1800 century
Scottish poet Robert Burns used four line “odes” as follows -

Ode to Crystal and Hanlie
Hark the herald angels sing,
Your voices have a bright new ring,
To only one I am betroth,
But don’t despair I love you both
Thank you - That Scotsman
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